BDAH SPIRITUAL HEALING AND REIKI CONTACTS
Bath and North East Somerset
Bath
01225-481291 or 464 427 (White Eagle Group)
Englishcombe Village 01225-312 202
Keynsham
0117-986 0179 or 986 7250
Bristol
Filton
0117-969 5697
Stoke Bishop 0117-968 3139 or 968 3127
Westbury on Trym 0117-907 9516 or 950 3608
Knowle 0300 200 2020
Gloucestershire
Frampton on Severn 01452-740 897
Upton St. Leonards 01452-615 289
South Gloucestershire
Alveston
01454-411 763
Hanham
0117-960 0309
Thornbury
01454-412 539 or 423890
Warmley
0117-961 0176
Monmouthshire
Caldicot
Chepstow
Newport
Pontypool
Swansea
Somerset
Brean
Bridgwater
Burnham-on-Sea
Frome
Somerton

01291-423 387
01291-629 618
01633-671 619
01495-762 651
01792-405463

Gloucester

01452-611 491

Filton
Oldbury Court
Oldland Common
Yate

0117-969 5697
0117-955 2455
0117-932 2411
01454-326 009

or 421 175 or 422 487 or 423 716

01278-751 310
01823-698 602 or 01278-683 330 or 01278-663 818
01278- 782 131
01373-466 043
01458-223 155
Wells (Croscombe) 01749-346 414

North Somerset
Langford
North Worle
Weston S. Mare

01934-852 238
01934-521 532
01934-520 350 or 612 133 or 520 354

Wiltshire
Chippenham
Westbury

01249-657 533 (Bluebell Group)
01373-823 469 (Healing Centre) or 01373-822 965

Devon
Tavistock

Dennis Fare 1925-2011

or 254 823 or 423810 or 07980-561 744
or 740 326
or 539836 or 078111 59063

01822-614 767
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President’s Message
For an era of fifty years, Dennis Fare began and ran the Bristol
District Association of Healers. For half a century his will and
determination, ably supported by his wife, Doreen, steered BDAH
through thick and thin. It is now for us, his Trustees of BDAH, to
carry the flag onward. We hope, as he did, that our members and
ones yet to come will help us in this duty.
We are in a time of frenetic changes; turmoil, incredible behaviour,
ill-advised actions and, sometimes, rapid and seemingly
unnecessary, unwanted and unwarranted occurrences abound. It is
as though the existing order is being brought into question and
Mankind’s worst attributes brought to the surface for all to see. The
Earth itself is illustrating increasing seismic and volcanic activity
with changes in its electromagnetic forces, whilst the climate
change debate continues.
Perhaps we can take comfort in the channellings of our member,
Beryl Sevior. Channelling St. Michael, Protector of the Planet, in
her bi-monthly ‘Echoes’ his message is,
“It has been noticed that many of you have experienced uneasiness in some
way at the changes occurring. I would tell you that this is of naturalment
and would ask that you remain as calm as possible in these times”.
So we could consider this as a time of accepting, accepting and
expecting; accepting the changes and the rate of change and that
change is the natural order; expecting that these changes will be
beneficial to us all and future generations. And there can surely be
no harm in willing such expectations! We are privileged to live in
such exciting times.
I promised to report on the Mind Body Soul show we ran at the
Folk House. Well, heavy rain for the first four hours seriously
depleted passing trade from Park Street. We made a small profit
for BDAH. Most exhibitors were pleased with the outcome. We
spent a lot of time in planning and organising so we cannot claim a
good commercial return. We have, however, learnt from this
venture, experience that could serve us well in the future.
Peace and Goodwill

Tony Smith
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ACUPUNCTURE
Barbara Scott-Alexander

01749-346 414

WELLS, Somerset

BACH FLOWER REMEDIES & KINESIOLOGY
Bea Hansen
0117-9049 705

KNOWLE, Bristol

BOWEN TECHNIQUE
Barbara Scott-Alexander

WELLS, Somerset

01749-346 414

CRYSTAL CHAKRA BALANCING
Colin Babb
01291-423 387
George Stone
01633-671 619
Marion Parish
07980561744
Joanne Clarke
0117- 9552455

CALDICOT, Gwent
NEWPORT, South Wales
PONTYWAUN, NEWPORT
OLDBURY COURT, Bristol

EMOTIONAL FREEDOM TECHNIQUE (EFT)
Sarah Dann
01291-422 487

CALDICOT, Gwent

HYPNOTHERAPY
Ron Tropman (MSH Dip.Hyp)
Dr Peter Heap
Marion Parish

01278-751 310
01278- 782 131
07980561744

BREAN, Somerset
BURNHAM-ON-SEA, Som
PONTYWAUN, NEWPORT

INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE
Linda Kite

01225-312 202

JOHREI
Dr Peter & Mrs Margaret Heap

01278-782 131

ENGLISHCOMBE VILLAGE, Bath
BURNHAM-ON-SEA, Som

MAGNIFIED & METAMORPHIC HEALING
Frank Trim
01373-466 043
Marjorie Ellery
01373-822 965

FROME, Somerset
WESTBURY. Wilts

QUANTUM VIBRATIONAL KINESIOLOGY
Lynne Williams
0117-986 7250

KEYNSHAM, Bristol

REFLEXOLOGY
Sheila Singleton
Joanne Clarke

0117-968 3127
0117-9552455

STOKE BISHOP, Bristol
OLDBURY COURT, Bristol

SEICHEM
Barbara Scott-Alexander
Lynne Williams

01749-346 414
0117-986 7250

WELLS, Somerset
KEYNSHAM, Bristol

SHOTORYU-KARATE (instructor)
Nick Moller
0117-969 5697

FILTON, Bristol

STRESS SOLUTIONS, COUNSELLING & LIFE COACH
Nigel Cranham BA(Hons) PgDipG 0117-907 9516
WESTBURY-ON-TRYM, Bristol
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HEALING CONTACTS FROM OTHER AREAS
The Bluebell Spiritual Awareness and Healing Group.
Chippenham, Wilts. Wednesdays 7.30 p.m.
Contact: 01249- 657 533
The White Eagle Lodge Head Office: 01730-893 300 www.whiteagle.org.uk
Bristol healers alternate Tuesdays 2.30 p.m. Local contact: Olive 0117-960 0309
Meditations/readings and discussions alternate Fridays 2 p.m.
Penny Brohn Cancer Care (formerly Bristol Cancer Help Centre)
Fax: +44 (0) 1275-370 101
www.pennybrohncancercare.org
Helpline: 0845 123 23 10
E-mail: info@pennybrohn.org
The Healing Trust (formerly NFSH) Central Office
01604 603247
www.thehealingtrust.org.uk
Alliance of Healing Associations

www.alliancehealing.co.uk

Healers International 01434-600 911
The Healers International Network

www.healersinternational.org.uk
05601-132 745

The Harry Edwards Healing Sanctuary
0870-389 2054
Duchy Healers Association

01566-86024

www.thin.org.uk

www.harryedwards.org.uk
e-mail: info@burrowslea.org.uk
www.duchyhealers.org.uk

The Friendly Group of Spiritual Healer Associations
www.friendlygroup.org.uk
(incomplete list due to space)
Devon & Cornwall Healers Association
01752-313799
Dorset, Hants & Wilts Healers
01202-389889
Home Counties Association of Spiritual Healers
01438-238977
The Norfolk Healers Association
01379-644043
Suffolk Healers Association
01206-853055
Sussex Healers Association
01424-844406
Strathcylde Spiritual Healing Fellowship
07974-946528
Lancashire and District Healing Association
01204-709782
The Yorkshire Healers Association
01132-640638
The Whomerley Centre Healers, Stevenage, Herts
01438-236754
Invicta Healers, Kent
01227-265595
Healers 2006 (Lincolnshire & beyond)
Redbridge Healing Centre, Ilford, Essex

01754 -610726
02085 -505650

Please mention this journal if you contact anyone from our lists.
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DENNIS FARE, MNHR, MBHA. 1925-2011
At nineteen years of age, following a nervous breakdown, Dennis
suffered paralysis of the legs and was told that he would never walk
again. His father took him to spiritual healers and he completely
recovered. This led to him investigating all aspects of spiritual
healing. In his teens Dennis was a Baptist, but following his recovery
from paralysis he turned to a study of religions, spending four years
in reading about and attending the different faiths. Starting with all
the Christian ones he then moved on to the middle-eastern and fareastern religions.
In his early fifties he decided to become a minister, and went on to
become a senior Minister of the Church of the Holy Spirit, a free
church.
Dennis always had the urge to know more concerning the meaning
and purpose of life, with particular reference to the power of the
mind. In 1955 he invited a professional hypnotherapist to give a
demonstration.
As this person brought his own subject to
demonstrate upon, Dennis was not convinced, yet it encouraged his
interest in the subject. After extensively studying hypnotherapy and
psychotherapy, and becoming qualified, Dennis took on patients and
obtained a remarkable degree of success.
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He was a member of the British Hypnotherapy Association, and was
on the National Council of Psychotherapists and Hypnotherapy
Register. He set up in practice full-time in 1976. He’s lectured on
hypnotherapy (for healing purposes) and demonstrated this in many
parts of the UK, Europe and the USA.
In 1980 Alec Forbes - with Penny Brohn, Canon Christopher
Pilkington and his wife Pat - formed the well-known Bristol Cancer
Help Centre, (now known as Penny Brohn Cancer Care). Dennis, as
president of the National Federation of Spiritual Healers (NFSH), was
invited to join them, and he worked as a healer and hypnotherapist at
the Centre for eleven years. He met Prince Charles when His Royal
Highness visited the centre.
The NFSH was founded in 1954, and is now called The Healing Trust.
Harry Edwards, the most well-known and significant healer of his
generation - who’d founded the Harry Edwards Sanctuary, at his
home at Burrows Lea, Surrey, in 1946 - became the first member and
later President of the NFSH. Dennis is a past Chairman and
President. Dennis chaired at meetings all over the country when
Harry Edwards gave healing demonstrations to large audiences. And
in 1961 following a request by Harry, Dennis started the Bristol and
District Association of Healers, which soon had Somerset added to
the title. The Association held many demonstrations, led by Harry
Edwards, as this was then the main source of publicity for the
ministry of spiritual healing.
Dennis wrote that “in the pre-1939 days and even right up to the mid
1960’s Spiritual Healing was looked upon by many people in all
walks of life as of little value, except for perhaps nervous disorders of
the mind. Little was known about what it was and how it worked –
indeed it is still strongly debated and argued about even now. Yet it
has suddenly become respectable. Why? Because in spite of serious
opposition from all quarters, the sheer weight of evidence in support
of it has prevailed.”

ST FRANCIS'S HEALING GARDEN, ALVESTON.
Healing Clinic Tuesdays 10.00 am - 6.00 pm by appointment only.
Telephone Angela on 01454 411763
A Spiritualist Centre in Caldicot, Gwent, is run by BDAH members Eileen Babb
and her husband Colin. It meets every Friday, with visiting mediums, at Portskewett
Recreational Hall, Manor Way, Portskewett 7.15 – 9.30 pm, with a Development
Circle there every Tuesday 7 – 10 pm.
Thursdays healing available at the Council Offices, Sandy Lane, Caldicot 7 – 9.30 pm.
Contact for both of the above: - 01291 423 387 or 423 920.
Heape’s Gallery of Tranquility For crystals etc. & many different therapies
39 Victoria Street, Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset TA8 1AN
Tel: 01278 782131
e-mail: drpeterfheap@AOL.com
SPIRITUAL AWARENESS AND/OR HEALER TRAINING GROUPS
Colin Babb

01291-423 387

Caldicot, Gwent

Helen Bevan

0117-932 2411

Brislington, Bristol

Dr Peter Heap

01278 78131

Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset

Lottie Hill

01452 611491

Gloucester

Sue Knight

01458-223 155

Somerton, Somerset

George Stone

01633-671 619

Newport, Gwent

Olive Thompson

0117-960 0309

Bristol (White Eagle)

HEALTH PRODUCTS
NEWAYS SUPPLIER: Tony Smith

0117-986 0179 or 07563-632899

TREE-HARVEST NATURAL REMEDIES:
enquiries@tree-harvest.com

01531-650 764

GOLDEN ROSE Natural Remedies Supplier: Ernie Bussell

erniebussell@goldenrose1.wanadoo.co.uk

0117-942 0425

Please mention this journal if you contact anyone from our lists.
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on the trip. I looked at my watch. Time had stood still. The detour
normally would have taken 25 minutes, plus the fact that we were
already late and expected to arrive late.
Time had not registered and I walked into the Eye Hospital at 2.18 –
just three minutes late. No need even for an apology, as there was a
queue at the Hospital Reception desk.
Angela Wenger
BDAH Honorary Member
June 2011

Laughter is the best medicine!
In a restroom:
Toilet out of order. Please use the floor below.
In a Laundromat:
Automatic washing machines. Please remove all your clothes when
the light goes out.
In a London department store:
Bargain basement upstairs.
In an office:
Would the person who took the stepladder yesterday please bring it
back or further steps will be taken.
In another office:
After tea break staff should empty the teapot and stand upside
down on the draining board.
Outside a second-hand shop:
We exchange anything – bicycles, washing machines, etc. Why not
bring your wife along and get a wonderful bargain?
Seen during a conference:
For anyone who has children and doesn’t know it, there is a day
care on the 1st floor.
Message on a leaflet:
If you cannot read, this leaflet will tell you how to get lessons.
Notice in a farmer's field:
The farmer allows walkers to cross the field for free, but the bull
charges.
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During the years 1973-78 Dennis was a member of the NFSH Cancer
Research Committee, under the chairmanship of Colonel Marcus
McCausland. The pioneer work carried out by this committee was
widely accepted throughout the world as one of the leaders in the
field of psychosomatic causes of disease.
In 1972 Dennis suggested that an international World Federation of
Healers be formed as NFSH had by then members in fifty-eight
countries. Harry Edwards was still its president and Dennis was
Chairman. A special Council meeting agreed that this World
Organisation was necessary and that the NFSH should sponsor it.
The intended international healing organisation should include into
membership all practitioners in the healing arts such as doctors of
allopathic medicine, homoeopathic doctors, acupuncturists etc. The
inaugural conference was held in London in 1975 and Dennis was its
first President.
Dennis travelled all over Europe and, in 1977, as President of the
World Federation of Healing, (which has recently disbanded), he was
invited to the USA by the American Spiritual Healers Association
together with the well known Welsh healer Reverend Marian Butler.
In the six weeks of their visit he was privileged to treat a baby boy in
Boston Hospital, and to lecture at Harvard University. As a result of
that visit he was invited back to the USA again in 1978 and ‘79.
For thirty years Dennis was the Senior Trustee, at Harry’s request, of
The Harry Edwards Spiritual Healing Sanctuary Trust, chairing
meetings at Burrows Lea, four times a year. He resigned in
November 2001.
In his social work Dennis spent a number of years helping mentally
and physically handicapped children and adults. Because of his
interest in this field he became Manager of the Bristol Blind
Workshops and in this work he enabled sighted but handicapped
people to assist the blind. During this time he met Princess Margaret
when she visited the Workshops.
In 1975 at the age of 50 he retired in order to devote all of his time to
the treatment of the sick and disabled.

5

He then set up The Dennis Fare Healing Centre at his home in
Kingswood, Bristol, as a teaching centre for most aspects of treatment
of disease and prevention, specialising in self-healing. Dennis also
practiced hypnosis and psychotherapy there. By 1994 Dennis had
produced 64 cassette tapes on all kinds of health and mind related
topics and also had written and published a series of 9 Self Help
booklets, which were very popular, and which the committee of the
BDAH is currently considering updating and republishing.
The Centre must have helped hundreds, if not thousands, of people
over the many years of regular Tuesday morning and Thursday
evening clinics for Spiritual Healing, (for which they never charged,
only accepting donations), as well as through the many lectures and
workshops that were organised there, many with internationally
acclaimed lecturers. In addition there are many healers who owe
thanks for the excellent training they received there.
As members were joining the Bristol District and Somerset
Association of Healers from the surrounding counties of Wiltshire,
Gloucestershire and Gwent it was decided in 1999 to change the name
to Bristol District Association of Healers – or BDAH. Dennis was
President of these Bristol Associations for most of their 50 years but
has been Patron since 2009, after resigning as President. Dennis was
already Patron of Healers International.
Over the years and in many parts of Europe and America Dennis has
treated thousands of people. Some of these were medically examined
and pronounced incurable.
Yet with healing they gradually
recovered full health. Many more have learnt of the power and
benefits of healing from him, or through those he trained or the
organisations that he worked so hard for. It is thanks to his efforts
and others like him, including Harry Edwards and more recently Bill
Harrison, that healing has become much more accepted and
widespread in our society today. We still have some way to go, but
with his shining example and the continuing help of those who have
followed in his (considerable) footprints, there is no doubt that
healers and healing will be with us for many years to come, benefiting
countless people.
Helen Bevan
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THE HEALING OF A STOOL IN ST FRANCIS’S
GARDEN
Something interesting happened in the Garden one hot September day. A
green plastic garden stool had warped badly; it had been too near the
polycarbonate roof of the lean-to shed and ‘cooked’ over the scorching
weekend I was away. I use it for healing in the garden/visits to patients. It
was wobbly and unstable with one leg stuck out at an angle.
I discussed with my friend, Jan Dunning, whether I could hacksaw the legs
to stabilise it but Jan said ‘You’ll never fix it - getting the angles right’.
Nonetheless, I decided to ask for help emphasising that it was my healing
stool and I needed it as it would be difficult to find another like it. I put my
hands firmly on top of the stool and asked Archangel Michael for strength
to straighten it and - remembering Kuthumi had overshadowed both St
Francis and Pythagoras - I asked Pythagoras saying ‘You are so good at
angles’ to get the legs right. I then felt it move back to its original form.
In the blinking of an eye the stool had straightened perfectly and I had a
witness.

EXPANDED TIME
Over the years I have been helped so much with requests for help
for a genuine need – like driving against time for a vital
appointment and not wishing to divert and waste time to fill up
with petrol. Fifty or more miles would be covered without the
gauge moving – longer than could be expected by a petrol ‘float’
gauge. Perhaps an exercise in ‘expanded time’ for my car.
Another instance of ‘expanded time’ was when I had an important
appointment at the Bristol Eye Hospital and the Hospital Transport
arrived late at my home in Alveston, allowing only 25 minutes for a
45-minute trip. The time element was compounded when the
driver, after joining the M4 eastwards, suddenly left it and turned
northwards onto the M5 instead of continuing along the M4 to the
M32 Junction for the City Centre. On the wrong motorway and
going 9 miles in the wrong direction before he could leave the M5
and re-enter it to return to re-join the M4, meant an extra 19 miles
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Eleven is the master number that reflects the transformation of the physical
into the Divine. During the eleventh year of this new millennium, on
November 11, 2011 or 11-11-11, we are being called to a higher service of
Light on behalf of Humanity and All Life evolving on this sweet Earth.
There is a reason why New Zealand is perceived to be one of the most
pristine and beautiful locations on the planet. Pulsating in the Etheric
Realms above New Zealand is the Portal of Light through which the
Light of God flows to sustain the Elemental Kingdom on Earth. The
Elemental Kingdom is the intelligent Life-force that comprises the
Nature Kingdom, and the earth, air, fire, and ether elements.
Humanity has been inflicting unconscionable damage on Mother
Earth. Now that our human egos have been released, we are in a
position to heal and restore the wounds in the body of Mother Earth.
This is a necessary and critical step in moving forward in the Light.
The Company of Heaven has revealed that in order for our Ascension
process to be successful, the body of Mother Earth must be healed.
There is a great need for all of the Earth’s cracks, faults, fissures, and
tectonic plates to be reinforced with Light. The wounds in the body
of the Earth that have been created through nuclear tests, mining,
drilling for oil, and every other invasive activity also need to be
reinforced with Light.
In order to accomplish this vital healing, the Beings of Light have
asked that during the powerful influx of Light that will take place on
November 11, 2011, Lightworkers from around the world gather in
New Zealand within the forcefield of the Portal of Light that sustains
the Elemental Kingdom. We will form a mighty transformer of Light
as we traverse this pristine country North, South, East, and West
anchoring the Light of God into every atomic and subatomic particle
and wave in the bodies of Mother Earth. This will be an imperative
step of preparation for the influx of Light that will take place in 2012,
and far beyond.
Patricia Cota-Robles
www.eraofpeace.org
If you cannot get to New Zealand, then send your lovely healing thoughts
and prayers on that day. If you are reading this after 11.11.11, do not be
concerned that you have missed it – this is going to be needed for a long time
to come, so please add this to your prayers and your healing lists.
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Tributes to Dennis Fare
by Angela Wenger

I met Dennis in a roundabout way.

In 1991 I started Healing seriously in England and Switzerland, but in
a DIY way. I was encouraged by a friend, following Healing she gave
me which transformed my life, after a Bristol consultant had told me
they could do nothing more for me. This friend suggested I could ask
Harry Edwards - of whom I had never heard – for help when giving
Healing, explaining he was recognised as the greatest Healer since
Jesus.
She kindly lent me his ‘Guide to the Understanding and
Practice of Spiritual Healing’ and also Ray Branch’s excellent
biography. I followed her advice and subsequently visited the Harry
Edwards Sanctuary for help and guidance.
I had no idea then that Healing organisations with Codes of Conduct
existed nor had I heard of Dennis Fare. However some seven years
later, when I asked Ray Branch if he could recommend any Healers in
Switzerland, he suggested I contact Doreen Fare of the World
Federation.
So I called one evening at 33 The Park. First I met Dennis, who was
putting their wheelie bin on the pavement, and he invited me in. I was
astonished to learn this was his own Healing Centre and furthermore
that he was Senior Trustee of the Harry Edwards Sanctuary, where I
had been going for help. Doreen warned me about Healing without
insurance and they kindly invited me to join the BDAH and train with
them to get me ‘legal’.
Dennis was already semi-retired so those who knew him longer than I
can speak about his family and his long and distinguished career. I
would like to speak of the Dennis I knew, firstly as my ‘chief’ during
my 2-year training, and then as a very special friend. During the gaps
between patients when we went into the kitchen for a coffee I learnt a
lot. His and Doreen’s ways of Healing were different. Dennis was
more like a doctor whilst Doreen’s healing was intuitive. In the 1990s
doctors still wore white coats and he insisted we did too, stressing that
this did not turn us into healers – but at least we looked clean!
7

Dennis loved telling me about his work at Burrows Lea and the
occasion when Harry Edwards invited him to give him a hand with a
patient. He showed me photographs of the great Demonstrations with
thousands present in the Albert Hall, Colston Hall and other venues,
explaining he was chosen to Chair these Meetings because he was
good at Chairing! He also loved recounting the healing successes when
he visited America with Marian Butler.
Dennis was a disciplinarian, which was good. This ensured Doreen’s
Workshops ran like clockwork and we were all back on seat at the
designated time after lunch breaks.
I enjoyed his tales of chocolate
promotional trips to Germany, of how different Bristol was before the
Second World War, and of the jiggery pokery (his words) he’d
encountered in some spiritualist meetings. He explained his search
for truth by visiting different churches, even getting banned by one for
daring to visit another, of his many years at the Cancer Help Centre
and how, when Prince Charles visited, he mistook him for the
Accountant. When Dennis explained he was the Spiritual Healer, not
the Accountant, HRH remarked ‘That’s what I would like to have
been’.
I remember his generosity. He and Doreen trained many without
charge in their Healing sessions. Not only were patients helped with
their problems but trainees were able to assist ‘hands-on’. Patients’
donations were frequently pitifully small, when one thinks what they
were paying for their hair do’s for example – so their work was
definitely for love and not for money.
Dennis published many
booklets detailing his knowledge and was most generous in lending
books from his extensive library – sadly, they were not always
returned.
I remember his compassion. I witnessed one morning the loving way
he spoke for about 15 minutes to a young father with a brain tumour
and the sad shake of his head when he left. Dennis remarked ‘He
wasn’t even prepared to give up smoking’.
He believed it was
important sufferers should not expect Healing to be a ‘cure all’ but
should cooperate by doing all they could to help themselves, telling
one lady who said she couldn’t face food ‘If you don’t eat, you will
die!’
8

highest possible resolution of the music available to Humanity.
Otherwise, some of the new healing tones might be missed.
You are welcome to make CDs of the music and share them for free
with everyone you know. You can print out the images for the cover
of the CD and the CD label on the download zip file, and create CDs
for your personal use and to give to your friends and loved ones
without cost.
You can also listen to the music in your groups and during your
healing sessions and meditations. Be creative in the use of this
wonderful gift of music, but please do not speak or record anything
over the music.
Keep shining your magnificent Light! God Bless You,

Patricia Cota-Robles
www.eraofpeace.org – cd download
www.FredericDelarue.com – mp3 download
www.youtube/comPatriciaCotaRobles - visual

The Dalai Lama, when asked what surprised him most about
humanity, answered “Man. Because he sacrifices his health in
order to make money. Then he sacrifices money to recuperate
his health. And then he is so anxious about the future that he
does not enjoy the present. The result being that he does not
live in the present or the future. He lives as if he is never
going to die, and then he dies having never really lived.”
Men do not care how nobly they live, but only how long,
although it is within the reach of every man to live nobly, but
within no man’s power to live long.
Seneca (c. AD 5- 65)
Those with a loving attitude hardly notice the evil in another
person, but instead notice all the good and true things about
him; on anything in him that is evil or false they place a good
interpretation. Of such a nature are all the angels.
Emanuel Swedenborg
21

we fell from grace we closed our hearts so we would not feel so much
pain. This blocked the portal through which our Mother God’s Love
entered the world. This caused our Threefold Flame to become
imbalanced, which caused us to lose the awareness of our Mother
God. Our Threefold Flame eventually shrunk to what we now refer to
as the “spark of Divinity” in our hearts. Well, now that we have
cocreated a NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love everything has
changed!
This May as we each slept at night, our I AM Presence escorted us
into Beloved Mother Mary’s Temple of the Immaculate Heart in the
Inner Planes. Within her focus of Light, Mother Mary helped our I
AM Presence to expand the Threefold Flame in our heart to its
original intensity. This is the fulfilment of the covenant Mother Mary
made with each one of us prior to this embodiment.
When the time was right, Mary Magdalene expanded her luminous
Presence and held Frederic and Joao in the embrace of her radiant
Light as Joao played his healing music through Frederic’s hands.

Joao gave me a quote to include with the music.
“The frequency of this Celestial Music communicates with the Divine
Intelligence of the body at a cellular level raising the consciousness of
each cell. As the music soothes and comforts the cells, the body’s
natural ability to heal itself is enhanced.
This sacred music is compatible and works in harmony with every
healing modality or medical treatment a person may choose to
experience. The music resonates with an additional blessing for
everyone who is dealing with any form of cancer.
This music is a gift from On High and it is never to be bought or sold.
Please share this information with everyone you feel would benefit
from this sacred gift of Celestial Music.”
JoaoCota-Robles
Joao said this music is encoded with frequencies of healing that
Humanity has not been able to reach until now. This is being made
possible because of the expansion of Humanity’s Threefold Flame, the
return of our Mother God, and her monumental influx of
Transfiguring Divine Love. He said for Frederic and me to make the
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I remember his courage. Dennis told me he wanted to live to 100 but
it was not to be. With Doreen’s support, he bore his increasing
infirmities with considerable courage. Struggling once up the step to
my front door, he muttered ‘I never thought I’d end up like this!’ Hardly a complaint.
I remember our laughs – and they were many - for Dennis had a
wicked sense of humour. He enjoyed our monthly Lightworkers’
Meetings, held for several years now either at Tina Jefferies’ home in
Downend or at mine in Alveston.
Once sitting close beside him
when a repetitive tune was being played and all was serious, I
whispered ‘I think the needle’s stuck’ he started to shake with
repressed laughter, which set me off, and the harder we tried to stop
laughing the more impossible it became – reminiscent of Brian
Johnston’s helpless efforts to remain serious in his renowned cricket
commentary.
I last saw Dennis just before his birthday in May when he was wheeled
into his Sanctuary for the final Meeting there. There were six of us.
I sat opposite him and he smiled at me and said ‘I always remember
the lovely meetings in your home’.
I will always remember the help he gave so many during his lifetime.

***********************************
by Marion Peters
I first met Dennis and Doreen over thirty years ago. At that time I
was very new and naïve about healing and how it works and
unfortunately the church I was attending at the time seemed reluctant
to share much healing information with a relative newcomer, only to
say that years of training and instruction would be required by a
reputable full healer before one could practice in the church.
Having heard of this wonderful healer Dennis Fare I decided to meet
with him and hope he would answer a few questions and point me in
the right direction, so I went along to his house on the evening he was
giving healing and slipped into the back of the room. I watched as
one by one the people received healing and left, until there was just
me in the room. Dennis raised his hand and beckoned me forward. I
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stood up and froze. Dennis said “Come along”. I held on to the back
of a chair in front of me and said, “I haven’t come for healing Mr Fare.
I want to ask some questions about healing.” Shaking his head he
said, “No no no. This is not what this evening is about. If you don’t
want healing you must go.” Although Dennis was still nattering on I
was not hearing him. I was so embarrassed I wanted the ground to
open and swallow me up. I was also angry that this man had not
realised what it had taken for me to approach him. But at that
moment the door opened and a female voice said, “Have you finished
Dennis – teas made.” Dennis’s wife, Doreen, had not seen me as I
was behind the door, but when she came fully into the room I’m sure
she sensed something because she gave me a smile and said, “Come
into the kitchen and have a cup of tea.” Completely ignoring Dennis’s
protestations about me having to go, Doreen took my hand and led
me to the kitchen. Had it not been for Doreen’s intervention I would
never have returned to 33 The Park and I would have lost out on a
long and fulfilling friendship with Dennis and Doreen.
Doreen explained that Dennis liked order and control in his working
day but assured me he was also a kind and caring man with much
compassion, especially for those who needed help. The outcome for
me was a successful training/teaching course from Dennis and a
good working and social relationship with both Dennis and Doreen
during all the years since.
Bless you Dennis and thank you.
The gifts attributed to Dennis are many and justifiably so. One such
tribute was sent to Doreen from Ray and Joan Branch who
successfully managed with much love and devotion the Harry
Edwards Sanctuary in Guildford. Dennis worked closely with Harry
Edwards and Ray and Joan Branch at the sanctuary for many years.

by Ray and Joan Branch
who became the Administrators of the Harry Edwards Spiritual
Healing Sanctuary after Harry Edwards passed on and when Dennis
became the principal Trustee of the Sanctuary.
10

On Christmas Day, in the midst of that incredibly powerful influx of
Light, our beloved son Joao got sick. On December 29, 2010, he passed
away from complications with pneumonia. Joao was 42 years old. He
left behind his wife and three beautiful sons. Since his transition, Joao
has shared with his father and me that his time on Earth was
complete. He said that he was able to move directly into the Light and
that he is now working with Archangel Michael and the Legions of
Healing. He said that he will be able to “Gift” Humanity in our
service to the Light in ways that he could not accomplish from the
physical plane.
When Frederic Delarue, a wonderful French musician, received my email announcing our son's transition into the Light, he said he felt
very connected to Joao's soul. Frederic said that he knew Joao was
trying to connect too with him and that he needed to be at Joao's
Celebration of Life ceremony, which took place on January 8, 2011, in
Tucson, Arizona.
Once Frederic made the heart commitment to attend the service in
Tucson, Joao began communicating with him. Joao asked Frederic if
he would accept the responsibility of receiving a musical transmission
that would be a legacy for his family.
During the month of May, while an initiation was occurring for
Frederic in France, Mother Mary was assisting every one of us in a
miraculous way. Over 40 years ago Mother Mary told us that prior to
Humanity’s embodiment this time she had made a covenant with
every man, woman, and child on Earth. She said that in the not too
distant future, when Humanity was open and receptive to the influx
of Divine Love from our Mother God, the Holy Spirit, she would
draw us into her Temple of the Immaculate Heart and assist our I AM
Presence to expand the Threefold Flame in our heart to its original
size. She said that this would greatly enhance our ability to receive
and assimilate the frequencies of Divine Love from our Mother God
and the 5th-Dimensional Realms of God's Infinite Perfection.
The Threefold Flame in our heart originally enveloped our physical,
etheric, mental, and emotional bodies. It was the perfect balance of
our Father God’s Blue Flame of Power, our Mother God’s Pink Flame
of Divine Love, and the Son and Daughter of God’s Yellow-gold
Flame of Wisdom. It was the true reflection of the Holy Trinity. When
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MUSICAL RAPTURE
A Healing Gift for Humanity
June 21, 2011, Solstice
Celestial Music from Joao Cota-Robles through Frederic Delarue
Precious Hearts, I would like to share with you information about a
sacred and wondrous musical gift that is being given to Humanity.
The Divine Intent of this gift is to assist each of us through the
physical challenges we are experiencing as we move through this
auspicious time. Please read these words with an open heart and an
open mind. We have been longing for the time when Heaven and
Earth would come together to assist us in our endeavours to
transform this planet and ourselves. This is that moment.
I would like to share a little background about this musical gift. 2011
began with an incredible influx of Light. On December 21, 2010, we
experienced the Solstice and a very powerful Full Moon Lunar
Eclipse. The synchronicity of these two events occurring at the same
time had happened only one other time in the past 2,000 years.
That Lunar Eclipse took place within two degrees of the Galactic
Center, which opened a mighty portal of Light from the Core of
Creation into the Center of the Earth. The Light of God that poured
through that portal initiated incomparable pivotal changes for all Life
evolving on this planet
Once the portal was opened, the Light of God built in momentum
until the New Moon Solar Eclipse which took place on January 4,
2011. During that monumental influx of Light, Lightworkers around
the world joined hearts with the Company of Heaven and cocreated a
NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love. The powerful Light that
bathed the planet during that two-week period catapulted every
atomic and subatomic particle and wave of Life on Earth further up
the Spiral of Evolution. This paved the way for a God Victorious 2011
which is a year that the Beings of Light have heralded as “The
Transfiguring Year of Rebirth and Renewal.”
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Although Joan and I are unable to be with Doreen and the family, our
thoughts are with them at this service which is essentially to say
‘goodbye’ to Dennis; but the very word ‘goodbye’ has such a finality
about it that we feel the French had a much better way of saying it, for
they would say ‘au revoir’ which literally means ‘to the seeing again’,
for although Dennis is no longer physically with us, we all know that
from his new life he will be ever close to Doreen and the family,
giving his loving guidance to them as they go on to fulfil their
purpose in this life.
Joan and I will for ever be grateful to Dennis for the wonderful
support and guidance he gave us in those early days after Harry
Edward’s passing, for not only was he our principal Trustee but a true
friend. When Harry Edwards stepped down as President of the
National Federation of Spiritual Healers, Dennis was appointed as the
new President, for he was one of our leading healers and was held in
the highest esteem by Harry Edwards. Dennis was a splendid
organiser and no matter what problems he was confronted with – and
there were indeed many – he dealt with them quietly and calmly,
never raising his voice and with his disarming manner and good
humour soon won over any opposing views.
Dennis will be greatly missed and certainly Joan and I miss him for
the loyal friend that he was, but with all his admirable qualities there
is perhaps one word that, to us, personifies Dennis, for above all else
he was a true ‘gentleman’.
And so, Dennis, we say ‘au revoir’ and in the fullness of time we shall
all be seeing you again in that spiritual heritage that belongs to us all.

***********************************
by Keith Bevan
We first saw Dennis when he was offering healing, along with Ted
and Eileen Lester, at Burrington Combe. I was inspired by this and
ever since then that is what I have aimed to do.
After Helen and I joined the BDAH in 1998 Dennis and Doreen fully
supported us as we took our healing stall around to various events –
such as Village Fairs, Steam Fairs, Cat Shows and Horticultural Shows
as well as Healing events.
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We could not have done what we have without their support and
encouragement and have had some great times together. I will
always remember the times at the later Bill Harrison Healing
Weekends watching Dennis and Doug Sevior walking back from the
toilets – wondering who was helping who!
At the Healing Weekend at Secret World this year we put out an ‘In
Memoriam’ book for people to write their comments and memories
in, which we later presented to Doreen.
On Sunday at the closing ceremony there, tribute was paid to Dennis
and people were invited to hang ribbons on the tree by Bill’s
Memorial Bench, which many people did.

******************************

Yvonne Ryder, one of our members who trained with Bill Harrison,
channelled this from Bill shortly after Dennis’s passing –
Dennis was an exponent of virtue, a good man whose life touched
many. We will be working together here, in time, for the good of all,
and especially to support you dear friends and healers in your work
and especially our little group of ‘Bristolians’. (This refers to all
members of the BDAH, of which Bill was a long-time member.)
If you would like a copy of the cd recorded at Dennis’s funeral, please contact
our General Secretary and Webmaster David Lindsey. Cost - £5.
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If she had then this story could have been very different! As, indeed,
it would also have been had my father known that he had been
offered a teaching post in Glasgow, whilst I was still at school. Too
late, Dad discovered that the letter offering him the job had been
pushed under the door and had gone completely out of sight under
the lino!
The next psychic experience I remember was when I was about
twelve. I had agreed to meet a friend outside Bristol University one
Saturday. I got there far too early so decided to while away the time
by going around the Red Lodge, a fine old building constructed in the
late 1580s. The only other person there was the curator, who was
downstairs.
I sauntered around the rooms trying to imagine what life would have
been like when the house was lived in – father standing with his back
to the living room fireplace, mother sewing in the armchair, young
children playing on the floor whilst older ones sat reading in the
window alcove…
Then I moved onto the next room – a small, dark bedroom with a
four-poster bed and panelling all in dark wood – I didn’t like it so I
moved to the doorway to the next room (the doors had been
removed). The next room was sparsely furnished and quite light and
yet I felt petrified. Not being one to give in to my fears, I took a deep
breath and dashed through the room. Whereupon the feeling of fear
vanished, leaving me only with a pounding heart! I told my friend
and then forgot about it - that is until it happened again about two
years later!
It took me several days to remember the previous
incident, but when I did I determined to go back and see if it would
happen again.
This time, of course, I was not able to relax quite so much even
though I tried to recreate the same feelings as I’d had before.
Nonetheless, when I came to that doorway I still felt the fear even
though it was less strong. This time I was able to stand in the room
and look at a picture on the wall. I have no idea what the picture was
like, as I felt as though someone was approaching me from behind
with a dagger raised for my back. I fled.
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Excerpt from ‘Hauntings & Healings’ by Helen Bevan

Bulala Child Protection Project in Malawi.

Chapter 1 – My early upbringing

Helen did readings at the Mind, Body, Spirit event in Glastonbury
Town Hall on Sat September 10th 2011, and helped to raise £2,220 for
the above project, via the Bluebird Appeal.
The Bulala community consists of 95 villages in the province of
Mzimba in North West Malawi, and covers a population of 35,000
people. This area has 434 children without parental support, 1152
children at risk of losing parental care, and 23 children with HIV.
Malawi is among the 15 poorest countries in the world, with 64% of
Malawians living below the poverty line. It is also amongst the 10
countries most affected by HIV and AIDS. There is poor access to
health services, chronic food insecurity (especially due to rising food
prices) and high levels of malnutrition. Furthermore, 1 in 5 children
live without biological parents – many growing up alone, facing
poverty and exploitation. In areas like Bulala these issues are
exacerbated by the constant threat of drought, floods and food
shortages.
The project provides practical support for children without parental
care, and for those who are at risk of losing parental care to enable
them to stay with their families. It runs 74 community-based
childcare centres, each supporting up to 120 children with activities to
help them develop their confidence and abilities – like sandpits,
cooking games and songs about the days of the week and the
alphabet, and building games. These are run by female volunteers,
who are helped to create small community plots so that they can
provide the children with one nutritious meal each day. The project
also provides educational support with books and pens, uniforms and
school fees to enable them to attend primary and secondary schools.
It supports vulnerable families by providing seeds and tools enabling
them to provide food for themselves, and helps the community set up
support groups and run awareness activities, such as training on the
dangers of early marriage (77.2% of girls get married at 13-17 years
old); HIV and AIDS awareness; parenting skills and the worst forms
of child labour.
www.everychild.org.uk

I had my first psychic experience when I was about eight years old. I
was, for the very first time, trusted to be in the house on my own. It
was a 1930s semi-detached with a large garden – big enough, if you
wanted, to put a lawn tennis court in. My parents had taken my
brother somewhere - maybe to the dentist or to buy him some shoes and I felt proud to have been allowed to stay on my own. I wanted to
do something to show them how responsible I was. So when they
were due back I went to the kitchen and stood, in this empty house,
wondering what to do – when I heard a voice say “Well, put the kettle
on then!”
I was thrilled – I thought God had spoken to me, but at the same time
I was disappointed that the only time He had spoken to me He had
said something so mundane! I now realise that it was more likely to
have been my maternal Grandmother who had passed away when I
was six, but I put the kettle on anyway and earned my Brownie
points.
I was born not long after the Second World War, the youngest of three
children. My sister had been born before the war and was therefore
much older than me (or so it seemed at the time) but my brother was
only three years older.
We were brought up in the way typical for the period by decent,
hardworking, caring parents. We had no particular religion, except
just generally Christian, but we were encouraged to go to the local
non-denominational Mission.
Our upbringing was nothing out of the ordinary, and I had no
knowledge, let alone experience, of things psychic. It was not until
much later that I learnt my maternal Grandmother had held séances
in her home (to which my father had gone whilst courting my
mother), used a crystal ball and could read tea leaves, as could her
eldest daughter, whose own son, my cousin, became a healer.
I also learnt much later, that my maternal Grandmother’s own mother
had refused to emigrate to America with her husband in the 1880s
because she had been told by a clairvoyant “not to cross the water”.
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The next MBS event is March 24th 2012 at Glastonbury Town Hall.
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Dates for your Diary - Healing Events
We shall be at these venues

2011

Psychic Fayre- Saturday 12th November 2011 10am - 4pm
In aid of Children in Need at Bulwork Community Centre Chepstow.
NP16 5RF
Caerwent Psychic Fayre - Saturday 26th November 2011 10am - 4pm
In aid of Great Ormond Street Hospital at Caerwent Village Hall Caerwent
Nr: Newport. NP26 5JB

2012
We cannot continue doing this without help from our members.
If you can come to help with the healing and/or the setting-up
please let me know. (You do not have to be a healer.)
Festival of Light – Sat April 21st; June 30th; Sept 22nd 10 a.m. – 6 p.m. at the
Winter Gardens, Weston-s-Mare.
www.festivaloflight.biz
The Holistic Weekend - Sat and Sun June 2nd and 3rd 10.30 am to 4.30 pm at
the Moose International, Winscombe, Somerset.
www.holisticweekend.co.uk
National Refugee Day – Sun June 19th 1.30 p.m. at Queen’s Square, Bristol
Healing Weekend - July 6th, 7th, 8th at Secret World Wildlife Rescue, New
Road, East Huntspill, Highbridge, Somerset. TA9 3PZ
www.healingweekend.co.uk

This latest CD is so outstandingly beautiful. It arrived from Sally yesterday and I
listened to it last night. I found myself walking slowly up a long winding marble
staircase, stopping at different levels to listen, look around, watch and wonder.
Angela Wenger
28.8.2011

Sally Brown’s Latest CD
Monsal Music 2011
This meditative music is unique and has been meticulously channelled
especially to help you come into balance with the new energies. The lyrics
include words from Atlantis and Lemuria – they take you through from a
distant past as you lose yourself in the music. The sounds will reach and
affect you in a way that is right for you, taking you through many levels of
understanding, helping you release and transmute thought patterns from
the past and to realise your full potential.

Chrysalis Part Two

Becoming Being

Price (inc. P&P) £10.00

Chrysalis Part One (2003)

Awakening Emerging

Price for both (Chrysalis Part One and Part Two) is £16.00 (inc.P&P)
Obtainable from Sally Brown (to whom cheques payable please)
Trafalgar Cottage, Trethillick, Padstow, Cornwall PL28 8HJ

Mind, Body & Spirit Fayre - Sat July 21st 10am at Newport Holism Centre,
Langstone, South Wales NP19 7LB
We could also do with help to put the tents up at Winscombe on Friday June
1st, and at Secret World on Wednesday July 4th please. If you can help please
liaise with me.
These events are great opportunities for BDAH members to get together in a
nice friendly atmosphere, giving healing.
Keith Bevan
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Knowing
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